
More benefits for regulators

Effective regulation is the cornerstone of fostering fair, safe and sustainable community

outcomes. It helps set standards, guide desirable behaviours and protect community interests.

Evolving legislation, changing community needs, and managing geographically dispersed

teams create a complex environment that can be overburdened by administration and difficult

to manage.

Designed for government, Objective RegWorks natively integrates with Objective Connect

and Objective ECM to reduce administration and complexity. This seamless integration enables

agencies to streamline business processes, prevent duplication and double handling of data

with enhanced data security when sharing files.  

Information governance and real-time co-authoring with
Objective ECM integration

Objective ECM (Enterprise Content Management) provides effortless information management

and powerful process automation, empowering users while protecting information with

military-approved levels of security. By integrating Objective RegWorks with Objective ECM,

the end-to-end regulatory business process is streamlined which provides a seamless user

experience to eliminate double handling when managing documents or other files.

Objective ECM users can co-author documents in real-time using collaboration tools of

Microsoft 365, with the latest version accessible via Objective ECM. Now Objective RegWorks

users can enjoy this benefit too when they integrate with Objective ECM. Co-authoring

documents avoids having to take turns reviewing and sharing various versions of the documents

over email. Users can now access the document from the associated record in Objective

RegWorks to open the document in Objective ECM and edit collaboratively in Microsoft 365.

Learn more >
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Integration for Objective
Connect and Objective ECM.

Share files, manage
documents

HIGHLIGHTS

More than end-to-end

regulation: a single solution to

cover the entire regulatory

process as well as secure file

sharing and document

management.

The Objective suite seamlessly

integrates: all Objective products

are designed to provide a similar

look and feel and familiar user

experience, and many integrate

seamlessly with each other.

Secure by design: purpose-built

for government, critical

infrastructure, regulated industries

and teams collaborating with

confidential information.

Objective Regworks integrates with Objective Connect and Objective ECM enabling secure external file
sharing and outstanding document management combined with an end-to-end regulatory solution.

https://www.objective.com.au/products/objective-ecm


External file sharing with Objective Connect integration

Objective Connect is designed specifically for government and regulated industries, delivering

ultimate protection over your information when sharing it externally. File preview, edit and

sharing abilities are easily configured to control user access, with every workspace interaction

documented allowing you to see who did what and when.

While Objective ECM facilitates collaboration within your team, Objective Connect is specifically

designed for safe and highly secure external file-sharing.

Objective RegWorks users may need to share sensitive files with individuals and external

organisations as part of their regulatory responsibilities. This may be for collaborating with

other regulatory agencies, to seek legal advice or to interact with the public – this is now

supported by seamless integration.

Integrating with Objective Connect means its embedded security standards are also available

to Objective RegWorks users. Learn more >

Regulators can rest assured that their documents are being managed, stored and shared

with secure technology designed specifically for government.

Key Benefits

Better document management

From your overall file plan to retention policies, manage your content wherever it resides -

through a single, consistent interface.

Eliminate double handling

Microsoft Office 365 integration enables multiple users to work together while the single source

of truth is maintained. 

Increase efficiency 

Capture conversations, create tasks to review and approve decisions, and mark up annotations

and margin notes to keep everyone on task.

Maintain a single source of truth

Reduce data silos and duplication while enhancing the integrity, accessibility and overall user

experience of your information assets.

Secure file sharing

Choose which documents to send externally, by sharing containers of documents directly

from your existing file plan. Before any document is shared, all access controls, security levels

and caveats are checked.
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Digital Government.
Stronger Communities.

We create software that makes a difference.

Innovation is our lifeblood. We invest significantly in the ongoing
development of our products to deliver outstanding solutions to the
public sector and regulated industries.

Using Objective software, thousands of public sector organisations
are developing policies with impact, accelerating processes and
delivering innovative services.

The result, stronger national and community outcomes; and
accountability that builds trust in government.

We help organisations shift to being completely digital. Where our
customers can work from anywhere; with access to information,
governance guaranteed, and security assured.
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